LMC LAW
ABOUT LMC LAW
LMC Law is a new, but firmly established, legal healthcare consultancy with a fresh and innovative
approach to all healthcare needs. Our rates are highly competitive (we understand the financial
pressures in the current healthcare arena), and we operate on a fixed fee basis, i.e. no hourly rates
and we try to keep fees as low as possible.
Our service includes a significant amount of goodwill, so that clients feel able to pick up a phone and
chat through a problem without the worry of being charged.
We are not a law firm, although we have highly qualified lawyers delivering the service. We do not
operate the usual fee structures and charges that are normally associated with law firms.
We understand general practice and healthcare and we strive to make our turnaround times quick
and efficient to meet the urgent needs of our clients. That is why clients, who may be GPs, CCGs,
LMCs or federations, come back - again and again.
LMC Law was created by Shanee Baker, formerly senior lawyer to the General Practitioners
Committee of the British Medical Association for nearly 10 years. LMC Law has an ethos of high
quality and good understanding of general practice and healthcare.

OUR PRODUCTS
These have been specifically designed for healthcare requirements and have a practical and
commercial element so that any piece of work is understandable, clear and tailor made for the
individual organisation, whilst still being cost effective.

Partnership Drafting (£1600 plus VAT*)
We offer a partnership drafting service at a fixed fee. This is based on and includes all current
updates to legislation and regulation and any relationship with a Federation.
Amendments or addendums are priced between £600 - £700 plus VAT*.

10 Legal Question Package (£750 plus VAT*)
This package entitles the purchaser to ask 10 legal questions, per annum, as long as the question
can be dealt with within one hour of a lawyer’s time. This is an effective way for clients to access a
service and obtain answers as and when they require them. Questions can be sent by email or can
be dealt with over the phone. Turnaround times are either within an hour, or within 2 days for more
complex issues, wherever possible.

Bespoke Work
LMC Law conducts a significant amount of bespoke work, for example, setting up network
provider arm organisations, advising on mergers, or simply attending clients premises to talk
through any issues or requirements. This work is priced on a fixed fee, case by case basis.

Seminars
• Federations/network provider organisations – set up, next steps and operation
• Running a successful federation
• Partnerships - agreements and Issues
• GMS/PMS agreements - contractual Issues - a walkthrough
• Conflicts of interest in the GP world
• Mergers and caretaking arrangements - the right way to mitigate risk
• Director duties
• Bidding, tendering and procurement in healthcare
• Employment law / TUPE in healthcare/HR
• Commercial contracts - risks and pitfalls
• GPs - survival in the modern world
LMC Law can tailor make any seminar or have workshops or training sessions to suit
requirements.
Cost are between £500 - £750 plus VAT*, per day

Retainer Agreements
LMC Law offers unlimited legal support on a range of issues on a yearly retainer basis. We are happy
to have an informal chat about your requirements and what type of retainer service suits your
organisation best. Retainer agreements are popular with Local Medical Committees and Corporate
entities/organisations in need of on-going legal support. This includes review or drafting of
documentation or contracts, ad hoc advice, training or seminars, bidding or procurement advice,
corporate governance, etc.

Our Promise
“We will deliver our service to the highest standards possible and use all best endeavours to
ensure turnaround times are fast and efficient. The difference is we understand healthcare and
we understand General Practitioners and primary and secondary healthcare.
We don’t treat you as clients - we treat you as colleagues - and we want to ensure that we offer
as much goodwill as possible, in terms of advice, before you engage us.”

*Prices correct at time of publication and are subject to change.

Enquire about our highly competitive and affordable rates:
Email: shaneebaker@lmclaw.co.uk Call: 07788 313582
www.lmclaw.co.uk

